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This hasn’t stopped t

Steve Meyn

Managing Director

welcome
SUMMER

AS CHRISTMAS FAST APPROACHES, IT BRINGS WITH IT A TIME OF 
REFLECTION, HIGH HOPES FOR WHAT IS COMING AND A CHANCE TO LOOK 
BACK ON THE YEAR THAT WAS 2018.

This year has been a tumultuous time for Australia as the country continues to face political 
turmoil, the drought for our farmers and the findings of the Royal Commission but, as always, 
the silver lining is apparent through the nation’s long-history of profound resilience. Each time 
due to our culture and sense of community, we have been able to reinvent ourselves and 
band together to create a future we are proud of. 

And 2019 will bring us a new year that will allow us to do just that. If you were to look back 
on the year, what have you done? Have you managed to achieve the goals you set or your 
previous year’s resolution? 

All around us, change is happening. The impact of technology, disrupters to traditional 
industry sectors and a continuing spend in infrastructure and large-scale projects. It is the 
speed of change that is profound in all of this and one that we simply cannot afford to ignore.

So, perhaps this year has resonated with you. Despite challenges that may have been thrown 
your way in business, you have overcome them, something that you can be proud to take 
into 2019 – it is about remaining confident, understanding the changes happening around 
you and setting a clear path of where you wish to take you, your family and business.

In this edition of Pulse, our team of specialists outline the topical areas in their specific industry 
such as the recently proposed changes to Division 7A loans. However, given the potential 
impact on tax liabilities and cash flow consequences that result from the changes, it is 
recommended that those with Division 7A loans consult with a tax professional immediately 
to seek strategies to plan ahead. While not the final provisions, they do indicate the direction 
the government is taking and the basis of how the revised laws will be drafted. 

Another topic that has been heavily addressed in all areas of industry and the media of late, 
is gender diversity. PKF has this at the top of our priority list through our very own Thrive and 
Lead Program launched earlier this year with eight exceptional young women from across 
our Sydney and Newcastle offices commencing an intensive development experience in 
leadership. Each one has embraced this program and it has been a privilege to watch these 
young women go from strength to strength as part of their own journey to Partnership. 
This program will become a key part of our development framework for anyone aspiring to 
leadership, both women and men, in our business for years to come.

Finally, Christmas is the season for giving thanks and spreading love. PKF is proud to support 
many charities and our staff hold these values dear to their hearts too, using community 
days to help organisations such as Camp Quality or Variety. As part of the dedication to each 
other, the region and the business community, PKF recently donated $10,000 to the farmers’ 
appeal.

On behalf of PKF, I would like to express our sincerest gratitude for your support throughout 
2018. It is something we do not take for granted as we continue to strive to deepen our 
relationships with all that we work with and support. Wishing you, your family and teams all 
the very best for Christmas and a prosperous New Year!

Yours Sincerely,

Steve Meyn

Managing Director



Division 7A is an integrity rule that is designed to prevent shareholders from 
using private company profits without paying tax at their marginal tax rates.

Changes To Tax Laws  
Make Division 7A Loans  
A Poisoned Apple For Many
THE GOVERNMENT HAS PROVIDED 
LONG-AWAITED GUIDANCE (AS 
A CONSULTATION PAPER FOR 
FEEDBACK) ON THE DETAIL FOR 
PROPOSED CHANGES TO DIVISION 
7A LOANS FROM COMPANIES. THE 
CHANGES ARE NOT PROPOSED TO 
TAKE EFFECT UNTIL 1 JULY 2019 
AND OTHERS DEFERRED TO 1 JULY 
2021. 

However, given the potential impact 
on tax liabilities and cash flow 
consequences that result from the 
changes, it is recommended that 
those with Division 7A loans consult 
with a tax professional immediately to 
seek strategies to plan ahead of the 
proposed changes. While not the final 

Partner  I  Darren Shone TAXATION

There will also only be the option for 
10-year loans rather than the current 
seven or 25-year loans. While this is 
good news for seven-year loans as the 
repayment term has been increased, 
the removal of the 25-year option is 
significant where loans were used to 
acquire property and were secured by 
mortgages over the acquired property.

The Most Significant Changes Are:
1    A higher interest rate to be 

introduced on all loans;

2    A straight-line principal repayment 
requirement (annual principal 
repayments are the loan amount 
divided by the 10-year period and 
interest is the opening balance 
multiplied by the deemed interest 
rate);

3    Repayment terms of 10 years for 
all loans, but current seven-year 
loans are not extended and will just 
expire on their current repayment 
period;

4    Confirmation that unpaid present 
entitlements (UPEs) are loans for 
Division 7 purposes and that while 
current pre-December 2009 UPEs 
are not included, the consultation 
raises the possibility they should be;

5    An extension to the period of review 
for Division 7A matters to 14 years 
(currently four years); and

6    The removal of the concept of 
distributable surplus so that 
regardless of the company’s 
position, the taxpayer receives a 
deemed dividend.

Who Is Affected? 
The clock is ticking to get your house 
in order and minimise the impact of 
these changes on your financial position. 
Those likely to be affected include:

pkf.com
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• Those with pre-4 December 1997 
loans still outstanding;

• Those that have been distributing trust 
income to company beneficiaries but 
not passing on the amount as cash or 
assets; and

• Those that have 25-year loans.

What Is A Division 7A Loan?
Division 7A is an integrity rule that 
is designed to prevent shareholders 
from using private company profits 
without paying tax at their marginal 
tax rates. PKF estimates that many 
private companies have such loans 
and have Division 7A compliance 
requirements and that the impacts of 
the changes need to be considered for 
every business that operates through a 
company.

Who to Contact?

Darren Shone is PKF’s resident 
tax guru. He has the skills and 
knowledge to help you navigate this 
complex area and put a strategy in 
place to ensure that your finances 
are protected.

provisions, they do indicate the direction 
the government is taking and the basis 
of how the revised laws will be drafted. 

The proposed changes will have the 
biggest impact for those with loans 
that were previously quarantined at 4 
December 1997 as being outside the 
scope of Division 7A. Such loans have 
been often left on the balance sheet to 
be dealt with in the never-never. Under 
the proposals, such loans will come into 
Division 7A from 1 July 2021 and will 
require repayments and have interest 
charged on them over a 10-year period 
from that date and will likely result in a 
significant tax gap on loans.

“Such loans have been  
often left on the balance  
sheet to be dealt with  
in the never-never.”
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As we approach the Christmas break, it is a great time to sit back and reflect 
and consider how your organisation can improve in 2019.

Time To Focus – How  
Prepared Are You?

Scott Tobutt  I  PartnerAUDIT & ASSURANCE

IT CERTAINLY HAS BEEN A TUMULTUOUS YEAR 
IN THE CORPORATE WORLD, WITH NUMEROUS 
EMERGING RISKS AND CHALLENGES, 
EXACERBATED BY GROWING REGULATION AND 
GREATER PUBLIC SCRUTINY. THE BAR HAS BEEN 
LIFTED IN TERMS OF GREATER ACCOUNTABILITY 
AND EXPECTATIONS OF THOSE CHARGED WITH 
GOVERNANCE. AS A RESULT, THE REPUTATION 
RISK OF NOT MAINTAINING APPROPRIATE 
STANDARDS HAS NEVER BEEN HIGHER.

Bearing this in mind and as we approach the Christmas 
break, it is a great time to sit back and reflect and consider 
how your organisation can improve in 2019. We outline 
below some key areas where we have assisted clients 
this year – it is a good checklist to assess your business’ 
preparedness as we wind down the shutters for 2018:

Risk Management, Governance and Culture
• Understanding and mitigating risks that specifically 

impact the organisation has become essential. A good 
risk management framework will have systems for 
identifying, measuring, evaluating, monitoring, reporting 
and controlling material risks that may affect the 
business’ ability to achieve its objectives. 

• Review policies around key governance areas. 
Documented policies need to be clearly articulated, 
communicated regularly and continually updated.

• Assess how the culture of the organisation is being 
overseen and driven. Culture should start at the top and 
be evaluated across the organisation.

• Consider effectiveness and appropriateness of Business 
Continuity Plans or documented plans for business 
interruption/crisis. Have these been tested?

Cyber Security 
• Cyber security is a continually evolving environment that 

requires ongoing audit, education, remediation and  
re-evaluation. It should not be considered in isolation but 
as part of the overall risk management.

• In-house or outsourced IT providers should be 
independently reviewed and challenged, and staff 
need to be continually educated on emerging risks e.g. 
phishing. 

• There is a legislative requirement to have an effective 
Data Breach Response Plan (mandatory data breach 
notification became effective in February 2018).

Internal Controls
• Potential fraud needs to be mitigated through effective fraud 

assessment and management.

• Control environment should be designed and implemented 
appropriately to mitigate any potential key risks and key 
controls need to be identified and tested on a periodic basis. 

• Policies are only effective if they are being continually updated 
and have been put into operation. 

• Consider introducing a Whistleblowing process or reporting 
mechanism. Whistleblowing is a tool by which issues can 
be raised and resolved early. Upcoming legislation will 
provide additional requirements including protection for 
whistleblowers e.g. independent hotline.    

Data Analysis and Business Intelligence
• Consider the quality of the data being generated by 

information systems for reliability, accuracy and timeliness.

• To provide beneficial insights into your organisation through 
data you must consider whether your data provides business 
intelligence around key operational and transactional 
processes. i.e. product sales, customer data, project 
performance and profitability.

• Introduction and continual evolution of data analysis is vital in 
dynamic organisations. Data analysis is becoming increasingly 
powerful and must be performed on an ongoing basis to 
identify trends, patterns and anomalies over entire population 
sets. 

Our clients’ experience is that due focus to the above areas will 
increase efficiency, improve their bottom line and protect their 
assets – from a business perspective, there is no better New 
Years’ Resolution! 

Our Audit & Assurance team are available to assist  
with any issues or enquiries you may have – call  
(02) 8346 6000 today.



BUSINESS RECOVERY & INSOLVENCYPartner  I  Simon Thorn
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People make or break a company, if you aren’t hiring the right 
people the future of your company is at risk.

Who Are You Working With?
KATIE DUDLEY HAS RECENTLY JOINED PKF SYDNEY FOR A SHORT STINT 
FROM THE USA’S GOLDEN STATE, CALIFORNIA.  KATIE HAS A DEGREE 
IN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY WITH A CONCENTRATION 
IN COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA FROM STANFORD UNIVERSITY, 
WHERE SHE ALSO CAPTAINED THE WATER POLO TEAM AND WON 
TWO NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS. SHE SHARES SOME INSIGHTS INTO 
RECENT RECRUITMENT TRENDS IN THE USA.

Many people underestimate the impact that those around us have on our lives. In the 
workplace, this is magnified as crucial decisions are being made every day that affect 
the financial future of the company. It is imperative that the people you are hiring and 
working with welcome healthy competition, are always striving to learn more and can 
adapt to different environments and people. 

People make or break a company, if you aren’t hiring the right people the future of 
your company is at risk. Keeping the wrong people is just as bad. Most of us have 
experienced working with negative, rude and lazy people who can negatively impact 
the entire organisation.

It is not always the organisations with the smartest people who succeed, but rather 
those who have the people who together create greatness, something often seen 
in sports. We see a team that is stacked with many of the best players, but another 
team can beat them with players who aren’t as talented, but who work together well. 
Successful sports teams and successful businesses have people with extremely 
similar traits. These include:

• Being willing to go above and beyond to succeed;

• Learning from those who were successful before them; and

• Pushing the people on their team to continually improve.

When you think about your own company, are these the type of people you are 
working with? If not, do you need to consider changing your hiring process? Your 
company is either improving or getting worse, there is no staying the same. It is 
ultimately the people who are going to determine which way you are heading.

Continuing with the sports metaphor, you want people on your team who can score 
no matter who is defending against them and who lift the rest of the team. It’s the 
same in business. You want to work with people who are team orientated and are 
focused on not just their own success, but also that of the business. Additionally, you 
want people who are achievement orientated and resilient, both attributes common 
in elite athletes.

As an American collegiate athlete interviewing for jobs in my last year of college, I 
noticed how it wasn’t the school I went to or my major that attracted the attention 
of employers, but rather the fact that I was a Division 1 athlete. Recruiters were 
constantly saying how my athletic background would help me succeed in a position.  

This shows the trend of many US based companies moving away from hiring 
the smartest people, to hiring the best team people. For this reason, many top 
companies such as Salesforce and Oracle have started to recruit ex athletes to work 
for them. They may not be the smartest candidate, but they have and know the 
characteristics necessary to succeed. This new standard for hiring shows how much 
these companies value the future prosperity of their business – preparing the future 
generation is just as important as managing the present.  

Today’s businesses need people who can adapt to change quickly. “The only 
constant is change” is an ancient quote but increasingly more relative in today’s 
world. We need open minded people who are willing to ask questions and change 
how they are doing things if there is a more effective way. There is always going to be 
the unknown, but change isn’t scary if you are working with the right people.

Sydney Business Advisory Analyst I  Katie Dudley BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES

pkf.com
.au  I

“Recruiters were 
constantly saying how 
my athletic background 
would help me succeed 

in a position.”  
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From 1 July 2018, some SMSFs are required to now report events on 
a quarterly basis within 28 days of the end of each quarter.

SMSFs NOW NEED TO COMPLY WITH NEW 
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED AS A RESULT 
OF LEGISLATIVE CHANGES THAT CAME INTO EFFECT 
FROM 1 JULY 2017. 

These new reporting requirements are referred to as Transfer 
Balance Account Reporting (TBAR) and require some  
SMSFs to report events during the financial year instead  
of waiting until the SMSF lodges its annual tax return for that 
financial year.

From 1 July 2018, some SMSFs are required to now report 
events on a quarterly basis within 28 days of the end of each 
quarter (28th October 2018 being the first date for quarterly 
reporting). An SMSF is required to report on a quarterly basis 
or annual basis and in some instances, there are special 
events that need to be carried out within ten business days 
after the end of the month the event occurred in or 60 days 
from the date of a commutation notice being issued.

If available, reportable events are missed or the opportunity 
to report an event differently is missed, it could result in a 
negative outcome for the SMSF. There could be missed 
strategic opportunities for the SMSF to minimise income tax, 
start further pensions in the future or allocate more  
of a deceased pension as a death benefit to their surviving 
spouse.

What Events Do You Need to Report?
An SMSF must report events that affect a member’s transfer 
balance, including:

• Details of pre-existing income streams (including value and 
type) being received on 30 June 2017 that:

–  Continue to be paid to them on or after 1 July 2017

–  Were in retirement phase on or after 1 July 2017;

• Details of the new retirement phase and death benefit 
income streams including value and type (when a death 
benefit income stream is reversionary, the start date will be 
the date on which the member died);

• Details of limited recourse borrowing arrangement (LRBA) 
payments (including the value and date of each relevant 
payment) if the LRBA was entered into on or after 1 July 
2017 (or a pre-existing LRBA was re-financed on or after 
1 July 2017) and the payment results in an increase in 
the value of the member’s interest that supports their 
retirement phase income stream;

• Compliance with a commutation authority issued by the 
Commissioner;

What Is TBAR Reporting  
And How Is It Affecting  
Self-Managed Super Funds?

David Henriksen  I  DirectorSUPERANNUATION

• Details (including value) of personal injury (structured 
settlement) contributions; and

• Details (including value) of commutations of retirement phase 
income streams that occur on or after 1 July 2017.

Some Exclusions from Reporting
Events that an SMSF does not need to report include:

• Any pension payments made on or after 1 July 2017;

• Investment earnings and losses that occurred on or after  
1 July 2017;

• When an income stream ceases because the interest has 
been exhausted;

• The death of a member;

• Information that individuals report to us directly using a 
Transfer balance event notification form (NAT 74919). 
Typically, this is when the following events occur

–  Family law payment split

–  Debit event from fraud, dishonesty, or bankruptcy

–   Structured settlement contributions made before 1 July 
2007; and

• Information other funds will report to us, such as a member’s 
interest in an APRA fund.

The main message is, talk to your financial adviser or SMSF 
accountant whenever you plan to make a significant change, 
take a benefit payment above minimum pension requirements 
or make a large transaction in your SMSF as there may be new 
reporting requirements that need to be covered. Also, there 
may be instances where the transaction could be carried out in 
a different way that is then reported under TBAR to allow more 
strategic opportunities in the future. 

“...If the  
opportunity to 
report an event 

differently is missed, 
it could result in a 
negative outcome 

for the SMSF.”
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PKF WEALTHPrivate Wealth Adviser  I  Luke Kelly

September 2018 marks 10 years since the Global Financial Crisis 
(GFC), an event that had a major impact on everyday Australians 

and how they now view the financial services industry.

•    MILLENNIALS LOOKING TO 
SAVE FOR THEIR FIRST HOME;

•    YOUNG COUPLES ABOUT TO 
START A FAMILY AND LOOKING 
FOR STRATEGIES TO REDUCE 
DEBT AND PROTECT THEIR 
WEALTH; AND

•    BABY BOOMERS PREPARING 
FOR RETIREMENT AND 
SEEKING OPTIONS ON HOW 
TO BEST STRUCTURE THEIR 
ASSETS.

Simply, all Australians need good 
quality advice, no matter what stage 
of their life. But if this is the case, then 
why is it that only 14% of all Australians 
currently seek financial advice? A 
recent study by Adviserratings has 
highlighted that 86% of Australians do 
not have a relationship with a financial 
adviser. These figures are astonishing 
and illustrate a clear disconnect 
between everyday Australians and the 
financial advice industry.

One reason for such a large portion of 
Australians not seeking financial advice 
may simply be that they do not think 
they need advice – which really means 
that they don’t understand what a 
financial adviser does or how they can 
help them. Another reason may be that 
they just don’t trust financial advisers 
– and given recent history, who can 
blame them? The Royal Commission 
into the banking and financial services 
industry has portrayed an industry 
based on greed and dishonesty, and it 
is little surprise that many Australians 
no longer trust financial advisers. 
But I think the feeling of distrust and 
disconnect started well before the 
Royal Commission. 

September 2018 marks 10 years 
since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), 
an event that had a major impact 
on everyday Australians and how 
they now view the financial services 
industry. The collapse of Australian 
financial 

helping them achieve their goals. It was 
this small number of rogue advisers 
(that have now left the industry) who 
have put doubt in the minds of the 
very people who need advice and will 
benefit from the value that an adviser 
can provide.

A good financial adviser has many roles 
for their clients. They have the privilege 
of knowing their clients on a very 
personal level and help them work out 
what they truly want, then map out how 
to get there. They educate them on 
complex areas and provide guidance 
and flexible strategies that their 
clients can clearly understand. Most 
importantly, they will be transparent 
about the fees they charge. A good 
financial adviser will demonstrate that 
the future is for those who plan for it. 

Contact PKF Wealth on  
(02) 4962 2688 to discuss your 
financial affairs and how our 
team can steer you in the  
right direction.

institutions like Storm Financial exposed 
how the greed of a few destroyed the lives 
of many. Financial advisers putting their 
interests in front of their clients has been 
a hot topic of discussion since the GFC. 
The financial advice industry was initially 
built on product sales and if someone 
wanted to buy an investment product or 
take out some insurance cover – you had 
to speak to a financial adviser who would 
then recommend a product. The advisers 
were paid by the investment products and 
not by the client, creating an environment 
where it was profitable to sell as many 
products as possible.

The industry has come a long way over 
the past 10 years and laws have been 
put in place to remove the incentive of 
unethical behaviour. There are no longer 
commissions paid from investment 
products and financial advisers are 
remunerated based on a client’s strategy 
and complexity, not for selling products. 
The reality is that the majority of financial 
advisers were already acting in their clients’ 
best interests and are passionate about 

Who Needs A Financial 
Adviser? 



A BUSINESS OWNER NEEDS MORE 
THAN JUST INFORMATION… THEY 
NEED THE RIGHT INFORMATION. 
SO MANY BUSINESS OWNERS 
AREN’T GETTING WHAT THEY NEED, 
PRESENTED IN THE RIGHT WAY.

Before determining WHAT information 
you need, it’s critical to understand 
WHY you need it. Fundamentally; what 
are your goals, both for your business 
and your life? Not just retirement – but in 
the years from now until then. Once you 
can articulate these, the information you 
need to achieve them should become 
clearer.

Some information must be compiled for 
statutory reporting, but an annual tax 
return and set of financial statements 
won’t give you what you need to run 
your business – especially months after 
year end. Neither will management 
reporting if it only shows actual results 
and isn’t received in a timely fashion.

Operationally, strategically; you need 
to make decisions, obtain funding and 
insurance, manage cashflow – you need 
contextual, relevant and current data 
to use with your team and advisers, 
focusing on the past only in-so-
much as it can be used to impact 
the future.

We’ve taken on clients who rarely heard 
from their previous accountant unless it 
was time to sign something; or worse 
still, given regular reporting packs they 
weren’t sure what to do with.

Good reporting utilises a three-way 
budget (profit and loss statement, 
balance sheet and cash flow statement), 
comparing actuals to budget and prior 
periods, giving relativity and identifying 
trends. It’s good to understand why the 
numbers are what they are, but more 
important to understand how to change 
them going forward.

This is even more important when 
it comes to financing; the Royal 
Commission into banking has 
recommended “no additional statutory 
obligations should be imposed with 

Information: Your Key To 
Business Finance

The majority of accountants provide compliance services the statutory 
bodies require – but we believe true advisory means taking business 
owners where they want to go, rather than just reporting on where 

they’ve been.

BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES  Andrew Beattie  I  Director
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respect to the making of loans” to small 
to medium enterprises (SMEs).

And yet, it seems harder to source 
funding; more hoops to jump through, 
lower loan-to-value ratios (LVR), 
difficulty with interest-only debt, 
personal guarantees required. The 
Financial Review anecdotally confirmed 
what “appears to be an unintended 
consequence”, with businesses 
“blaming the royal commission for 
causing nervous banks to slow lending”.

And so, more than ever, information 
presented to lenders needs to tell a story 
and make a case in order to get the 
result. Very simplistically, lenders want 
to know:

• Who are we lending to?

• What are the funds being used for?

• How and when are we getting our 
money back (repayments/security)?

and numbers in isolation can’t address 
those points.

There is no one-size-fits-all answer 
to business reporting, but there is a 
‘critical minimum’ every business owner 
should be looking at. We’d suggest this 
includes:

• Management reporting – most relevant 
within two weeks of month end;

• Three-way budget and ideally a Funds 
Flow / Source & Application of Funds 
– to show you where the money’s 
gone;

• Covenant monitoring; and

• KPI reporting, with someone holding 
you and your team accountable, 
exploring how to make practical 
changes where required.

The majority of accountants provide 
compliance services the statutory 
bodies require – but we believe true 
advisory means taking business owners 
where they want to go, rather than just 
reporting on where they’ve been. We 
work with many business owners to 
generate the information they require 
to make better decisions and maximise 
their potential. This service is scalable 
depending on the needs of the business 
owner and what’s more, with modern 
technology this is very cost effective. 

They say, “there are a million ways for 
a business to fail”. A lack of timely, 
pertinent and accurate information 
should absolutely not be one of them.

Are you ready to maximise your 
business’ potential? Contact our 
Business Advisory team on (02) 
4962 2688 for more information.

“We believe true 
advisory means taking 

business owners 
where they want to 
go, rather than just 
reporting on where 

they’ve been.”



OVER THE LAST 18 TO 24 MONTHS, 
THE ASX HAS REJECTED OVER 
60 COMPANIES SEEKING TO 
LIST ON THE EXCHANGE. THESE 
REJECTIONS HAVE COME OFF 
THE BACK OF THE RECENT POOR 
PERFORMANCE OF SEVERAL 
EARLY-STAGE AND FOREIGN-BASED 
COMPANIES.

Overall, the ASX’s aim appears to be 
ensuring that the quality of companies 
listed on the exchange remains high. 
In various media announcements and 
publications, two overarching themes 
appear to be driving this position:

1    The lack of a sound corporate 
governance framework including 
the appointment of a suitably 
qualified and experienced board of 
directors; and

2    Early-stage companies with unclear 
and/or untested business models.

pkf.com
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In our own recent experience, we have 
seen examples of companies that 
technically meet all of the ASX Listing 
Rule requirements but are rejected by 
the ASX using their discretionary powers 
for failing to meet the ASX’s internal 
benchmarks on the above issues.

In order to ensure that companies stand 
the best chance of being accepted by 
the ASX, we strongly encourage clients 
to engage with experienced legal and 
accounting professionals at least 12 
months before an intended IPO. 

Set out below are some issues to 
consider early on in an IPO process:

• What is the likely timetable for the IPO 
and how will this affect the information 
requirements for a prospectus? 

• When do other key processes and 
tasks need to commence to ensure 
that the desired timetable is met?

CORPORATE FINANCE Director  I  Nick Navarra

In order to ensure that companies stand the best chance of being 
accepted by the ASX, we strongly encourage clients to engage 

with experienced legal and accounting professionals at least  
12 months before an intended IPO. 

ASX Tightening Rules For 
Prospective IPOs

• Are there any structuring issues that 
need to be resolved prior to the 
IPO? Are any shareholder approvals 
required?

• Who will comprise the board of 
directors and will there be a sufficient 
number of directors with relevant ASX 
listed company experience?

• For entities with foreign operations, 
what has been the basis of 
preparation of financial information (i.e. 
has it been prepared in accordance 
with Australian Financial Reporting 
Standards) and has this information 
be audited by a reputable firm?

• For foreign entities, are there 
any unique issues that need to 
be addressed (e.g. for Chinese 
companies, how will cash be 
transferred out of the country)? 

• Where acquisitions are expected to 
form part of the IPO structure, what 
has been the basis of preparation 
of the financial information of those 
targets and have they been audited 
by a reputable firm?

• How long has the business been 
in operation and what (if any) 
impacts could this have on pre-IPO 
shareholders (i.e. will any or all of 
their shares be subject to any escrow 
restrictions)?

Advisers with IPO experience will be able 
to provide insight into the ASX’s and 
ASIC’s latest focus areas and identify 
any shortfalls within the company which 
may delay, prevent or result in significant 
additional costs to an IPO process.

Like most things, planning is essential 
to any successful IPO. Early planning 
combined with engagement with 
professional advisers will also ensure that 
the company presents well to the ASX 
in initial discussions. As they say, first 
impressions count.

To learn more about IPOs and to 
ensure your company is accepted 
by the ASX, contact our Corporate 
Finance team on (02) 8346 6000.

“Early planning 
combined with 

engagement with 
professional advisers 
will also ensure that 

the company presents 
well to the ASX in 

initial discussions.”
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PKF’s Annual Breast Care 
Fundraiser Breakfast 
Raises $20,000
“MEN GET BREAST CANCER” WAS THE MESSAGE THAT FORMER PREMIER OF NSW, NICK GREINER HAMMERED 
HOME TO THE 320 PEOPLE WHO ATTENDED THE 12TH ANNUAL BREAST CARE FUNDRAISER BREAKFAST. 
HOSTED BY NATASHA BEYERSDORF, NICK TALKED ABOUT HIS OWN PERSONAL BATTLE AND HOW HE HAS 
BECOME AN ADVOCATE FOR AWARENESS OF THE DISEASE. “MALE BREAST CANCER EXISTS AND NEEDS TO BE 
POSITIVELY AND OPENLY MANAGED. I ENCOURAGE ALL MEN TO SPEAK OUT”.

A huge thank you to our major sponsors, raffle donors and guests. The breakfast raised $20,000 taking the grand total over the 
last 12 years to more than $233,000.

Without your support, this event would not be possible. Every dollar raised will remain in the Hunter to support the ongoing 
education and training of our local breast care nurses.
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PKF Sydney’s Annual 
Golf Day
PKF SYDNEY AND OVER 100 GUESTS ENJOYED THE SYDNEY 
ANNUAL GOLF DAY AT MOORE PARK. THE DAY WAS A HOLE 
IN ONE, WITH THE SUN SHINING, OUR VERY OWN DAVID 
HENRIKSEN IN THE WINNING SCRATCH TEAM AND BOB BELL 
IN THE HANDICAP WINNING TEAM. AS PER TRADITION, THE DAY 
ENDED WITH SOME GREAT FOOD AND A RAFFLE, WITH ALL 
FUNDS RAISED DONATED TO AMPUTEE NSW. A TERRIFIC DAY 
FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL CAUSE!



PKF INTEGRITY  Wayne Gilbert  I  Principal

It’s imperative that change begins at the top and leaders effectively 
communicate new policies as well as act upon them. An ethical and 
transparent leadership not only breeds a positive and open internal 

culture but also helps deter misconduct in the long-term. 

Why Accountants Need To 
Worry About Whistleblower 
Protections 

pkf.com
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THE UPCOMING TREASURY LAWS AMENDMENT 
(ENHANCING WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTIONS) BILL 
2017 HAS THE CORPORATE AND FINANCIAL SECTORS 
ON EDGE. THE KEY OBJECTIVES OF THE BILL ARE TO 
ENHANCE THE PROTECTIONS FOR WHISTLEBLOWERS 
CURRENTLY OUTLINED IN THE CORPORATIONS LAW 
AND TO IMPOSE OBLIGATIONS ON PUBLIC AND 
LARGE CORPORATE ENTITIES TO HAVE A SOUND 
WHISTLEBLOWER POLICY.

If enacted, the Bill will levy new onuses on not just banking, 
financial and wealth professionals but also accountants, 
tax experts and BAS agents to protect the identity of 
whistleblowers. However, when it comes to accounting and tax 
professionals, there is more than one facet to the Bill, which is 
why it’s important for them to take note of their obligations and 
prepare their colleagues for the impending legislation.

The amendments to the Bill not only oblige accountants 
to disclose unlawful client conduct (the same as 
everyone else) but also names them as “eligible 
recipients” of whistleblower information. 

Specifically, the Bill allows for protected disclosures to be 
received by tax accountants and auditors of regulated entities 
and superannuation entities. Accountants are very likely to 
be on the receiving end of disclosures regarding a client’s 
conduct and it’s very tempting to on-disclose that information 
to the client. However, if the Bill is enacted, this behaviour can 
actually lead to criminal liability for accountants and tax agents, 
which may even include imprisonment.  

The Key Steps to Preparing for Legislation
Becoming familiar with the provisions of the Bill is obviously the 
first step to preparation. But firms also need to ensure that their 
professionals receive on-going training about their obligations 
and the protections that may be afforded by the forthcoming 
legislation.

Do you have a whistleblower 
policy in place that is 
well communicated and 
understood?

Do you have processes in 
place to facilitate anonymous 
reporting?

Do you have processes 
in place for protecting 
whistleblowers and responding 
adequately to disclosures?

In my experience in working with whistleblowers and 
organisations embroiled in scandal, there is nothing more 
important than setting and maintaining a positive ethical culture 
that encourages whistleblowers to speak up. Now is a good 
time for accounting and tax firms to consider their internal 
whistleblower policies and make changes, if necessary. Start by 
asking the following questions:

Written policies and procedures go a long way in setting new 
responsibilities and encouraging compliance. But they’re 
ineffective if the organisation’s leaders do not adhere to them. 
It’s imperative that change begins at the top and leaders 
effectively communicate new policies as well as act upon them. 
An ethical and transparent leadership not only breeds a positive 
and open internal culture but also helps deter misconduct in the 
long-term. 

At PKF Integrity, we’ve already commenced training both staff 
and clients on the amendments to the Bill and steps they can 
take to instil a positive whistleblower culture. We’re authoring 
content every week to distribute to our clients and colleagues 
as well as developing training materials and webinars, which 
we’ll be hosting in the next few weeks. 

Contact PKF Integrity (previously Forensic and Risk)  
for more information about whistleblowing on  
(02) 8346 6000.
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IPSO FACTO Law Reforms
July 2018 are an additional piece of those reforms aimed at 
overhauling the Australian Insolvency landscape.

For all contracts entered into AFTER 1 July 2018 there is a 
prohibition on the enforcement of Ipso Facto clauses. This 
prohibition is designed to allow Voluntary Administrators 
to continue to trade the business, explore restructuring 
opportunities and seek to achieve better returns for all 
stakeholders.

Existing contracts dated prior to 1 July 2018 will not enjoy the 
new protections and these contracts can still be terminated 
purely on the grounds of insolvency. The following table provides 
an overview of who is affected by the reforms.

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE TREASURY LAWS 
AMENDMENT (2017 ENTERPRISE INCENTIVES NO. 2) 
ACT 2017 ACCOMPANIED IN THE “SAFE HARBOUR” 
PROVISIONS, PROTECTING DIRECTORS FROM LIABILITY 
RESULTING FROM INSOLVENT TRADING BY DIRECTORS 
AND RESTRICTING CREDITORS FROM ENFORCING IPSO 
FACTO CLAUSES IN CONTRACTS.  

Ipso Facto is the Latin phrase which translates as “by the fact 
itself”.

These Ipso Facto reforms apply where a company appoints 
a Voluntary Administrator, or a Receiver and Manager is 
appointed when a company is undertaking a Scheme of 
Arrangement. Of these, Voluntary Administration is the most 
common scenario and the focus of this article.

Many contracts and commercial agreements contain Ipso 
Facto clauses that provide the parties to the contract with 
the opportunity to terminate or vary contracts based on the 
insolvency of another party.

In a practical sense, these clauses can make the restructuring 
of insolvent entities that have an underlying business capable 
of being salvaged particularly difficult, especially where 
the business is reliant on contractual rights for day to day 
operations.

For example, if I was running a business that was facing 
financial difficulties and I appointed a Voluntary Administrator, if 
the business was heavily reliant on a contract with a particular 
supplier that had Ipso Facto clauses, that supplier would be 
entitled to immediately terminate the supply agreement. Such a 
termination would make any restructuring of the business near 
impossible and trigger personal guarantees, job losses, other 
company failures, and the loss of invested capital.

The Corporations Act 2001 – Section 435A states the following:

The object of this Part, …is to provide for the business, 
property and affairs of an insolvent company to be administered 
in a way that:

1    Maximises the chances of the company, or as much as 
possible of its business, continuing in existence; or

2    If it is not possible for the company or its business to 
continue in existence – results in a better return for the 
company’s creditors and members than would result from 
an immediate winding up of the company.

Clearly, the Ipso Facto clauses allowing the right to terminate 
solely due to an insolvency event fly in the face of these 
objectives.

The Reforms 
In the 2017 Summer edition of Pulse, we wrote about the safe 
harbour provisions that were brought in to protect Directors 
who are genuinely seeking to restructure struggling companies.  

The Ipso Facto reforms which became law effective on 1 

BUSINESS RECOVERY & INSOLVENCYPartner  I  Tom Lesnikowski

The introduction of the new law is a timely reminder to all business 
operators to regularly review supply agreements and the contracts that 
govern your business arrangements with customers and suppliers alike. 

  Party   Effect

Supplier 
subject 
to Supply 
Agreement

Will no longer be able to rely on the 
grounds of insolvency to terminate a 
supply agreement.

Insolvent 
Company 
operating  
a business

Can now appoint an Administrator in 
the knowledge that the Administrator 
cannot be shut out from service or 
supply and can explore restructuring 
options.

Secured 
Creditor 

Will still be able to appoint a 
Receiver and Manager over the 
assets of a Company as long as its 
security is over all or substantially all 
of the company’s assets. 

As with any legislative reform, there are numerous exceptions 
and carve outs particularly with government contracts, 
Securities and sophisticated financial arrangements, exchange 
markets and the agreed ranking of certain debts or other 
obligations to name a few.

Where to for Business?
The introduction of the new law is a timely reminder to all 
business operators to regularly review supply agreements and 
the contracts that govern your business arrangements with 
customers and suppliers alike. 

These reviews should not just be limited to contracts but also 
credit management procedures, both the granting of credit 
and the management of credit, particularly for new contracts 
entered into after 1 July 2018.  

We recommend that when considering amendments to 
existing contracts or creating new contracts that you seek 
advice that takes into account this new regime.

If you need assistance or would like advice on 
amending existing contracts, please contact the 
Business Recovery & Insolvency team on  
(02) 8346 6000.
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Collaboration is key to success when setting goals.  
Organisations are more likely to achieve goals when key staff and 

personnel are involved in the decision-making process from the start.

“WORKING ON YOUR BUSINESS AND NOT IN IT” IS 
A COMMONLY SPOKEN BUT IMPORTANT EXPRESSION 
FOR BUSINESS OWNERS TO KEEP IN MIND, GIVEN 
TODAY’S HIGHLY COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT OF 
RAPID CHANGE. IT IS CRITICAL FOR SMALL BUSINESS 
SUCCESS, TO REGULARLY TAKE A STEP BACK FROM 
DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS AND WORK ON STRATEGIC 
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES.

Here is a three-step approach to assist in setting SMART goals 
and in turn hit your business targets:

1    Understanding the Question, “Where Are We”? 
A common theme amongst business owners we meet is the 
lack of knowledge about where their business is today. In 
today’s fast paced world, technology is constantly evolving 
and enabling small businesses to affordably attain, in real time, 
accurate financial information that is in an easy to understand 
format. 

This part of the goal setting process involves using the 
latest technology, to take a deep-dive into your financial and 
non-financial business information to gain clarity about your 
company’s current performance. This may involve exercises 
such as:

• Conducting a SWOT Analysis - looking at the Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats of your 
organisation;

• Customer, employee and other stakeholder satisfaction 
surveys;

• Reviewing actual versus budgeted performance; 

• Reviewing project/product profitability margins;

• Conducting a cash flow trend analysis;

• Performing benchmarking; and

• Analysing Dashboard reports. 

2    Workshopping the Question “Where Do We  
Want to Be”?

Collaboration is key to success when setting goals. 
Organisations are more likely to achieve goals when key staff 
and personnel are involved in the decision-making process 
from the start.

When developing goals ensure the ‘SMART’ framework is 
used, that meaning the goals are:

How To Systematically Hit 
Your Business Targets

Daniel Smith  I  DirectorCENTRAL COAST

•  Specific -  Who, what, where, when, which and why.

•  Measurable -  Establishing concrete criteria for measuring the 
successful achievement of your goals.

•  Attainable -  Goals should be challenging, but achievable. 

•  Relevant -  Goals should be relevant to the organisation’s 
overarching mission.

•  Timely -  A timeframe should be set.

Common issues to avoid:

•  Having a Profit and Loss focus:  Many clients only focus on 
Profit and Loss targets; however, it is important to have a more 
diverse approach and include goals around cash flow and the 
company’s financial position (balance sheet). 

•  Poor budgeting techniques:  The most common financial 
budget we come across is using a flat % growth on last year. 
This narrow approach creates fundamental issues when setting 
goals, as it is not ‘specific’ in terms of how the improved 
financial performance will be achieved.

•  Having a pure financial focus:  This is important as increased 
financial performance is generally a result of improving non-
financial objectives, such as improved staff engagement or 
increased customer satisfaction. 

3   Regularly Tracking Progress
As a business owner, it can be easy to get caught up into the day-
to-day routine of running your business and fighting fires, which 
takes you away from ‘big picture’ strategic planning. This step 
involves regularly meeting with your trusted advisers, who assist in 
generating accurate information, interpreting it correctly and hold 
you accountable for hitting your targets.

If you have questions after reading this article please 
contact PKF Central Coast on (02) 6777 2377.
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PKF has played the role of Steve’s commercial sounding board  
and ensured Steve’s business pursuits align with his strategic plan.   

Working Off The Pizza
ANYTIME FITNESS AUSTRALIA 
IS THE LARGEST GYM CHAIN 
IN AUSTRALIA, A COMMUNITY 
500,000 STRONG OR HALF A 
MILLION MEMBERS CHANGING 
THEIR LIVES EVERY DAY. STEVE 
ROLLINGS IS THE PROUD OWNER 
OF A NUMBER OF ANYTIME 
FITNESS GYMS THROUGHOUT THE 
HUNTER REGION. HE WAS AT THE 
FOREFRONT OF THE FRANCHISE 
EXPANSION THROUGHOUT 
AUSTRALIA, OPENING THE 
FIRST AUSTRALIAN ANYTIME 
FITNESS GYM, LOCATED IN 
MUSWELLBROOK IN 2008.

His experience as an entrepreneur 
has been embedded as a franchisee, 
having previously owned five Eagle 
Boys franchises, buying his first one 
at age 22. However, in 2006 he sold 
the businesses and began looking for 
a new opportunity. “The only problem 
was that I forgot that you need cashflow 
for Property Development, and the 
GFC was just hitting, stopping me in 
my tracks”. But, 15 months later, Steve 
entered the fitness industry and has 
been hooked ever since. 

Steve is the first one to admit he has 
made his share of mistakes in business 
but from this, Steve’s experiences have 
taught him the importance of market 
cycles, finance (cashflow is king!) and 
the value of a good team.

“Getting the team right is a big thing for 
me,” Steve said. 

“My focus from the start was building a 
fantastic, excited, loyal team to run my 
clubs”. 

Looking back at where he has been, 
Steve never thought for one moment his 
business would flourish the way it has, 
which has led him to the decision of 
working with PKF.

PKF Partner Greg Cox who is Steve’s 
adviser says that “Steve is the typical 
client who quickly outgrew his external 
advisers and was looking for not only 
commercial business advice and 

support but also sound strategic advice 
to facilitate his entrepreneurial flair.

On the back of the success of how well 
Steve runs his gyms, Steve has been 
able to pursue his passion for property 
development, with his most recent 
commercial development in Maitland. 
PKF has played the role of Steve’s 
commercial sounding board and ensured 
Steve’s business pursuits align with his 
strategic plan”.   

“The monthly PKF strategy meetings 
where my team reports to Greg and I 
have become a critical part of my current 
and ongoing success”.

CLIENT PROFILE 

For more information head to www.anytimefitness.com.au

“The monthly PKF strategy 

meetings where my team 

reports to Greg and I have 

become a critical part of my 

current and ongoing success”.

The Future
Steve is a firm believer in, “possessing the 
willingness and courage to back yourself 
into a new venture that you believe in. 
I love being in an industry that has a 
positive impact on so many people’s 
lives.

My current plans are to double the size 
of my Newcastle West Club, and put in 
a new club in Merewether in 2019. PKF 
through Greg, have been instrumental in 
the planning of these new clubs, through 
the team and financial structures.”



PKF Sydney, Newcastle and Central Coast are member firms of the PKF International Limited family of legally independent firms and 
does not accept any responsibility or liability for the actions or inactions of any individual member or correspondent firm or firms.
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Take 5 with... 
Luke Kelly

Tax Diary
JANUARY 2019

15 Tax return lodgement due date for taxable large/medium entities (generally those with income
above $10m) other than individuals. Any tax payable is due 3 December 2018.

Tax return lodgement due date for taxable head company of consolidated groups (including new 
registrants) that has a member deemed a large/medium entity in the latest year lodged, unless 
the return is required earlier. Any tax payable is due 3 December 2018

Due date for lodgement and payment of December 2018 monthly BAS and IAS for taxpayers 
with income above $10m. A concession to 21 February is available if income below $10m and 
lodging electronically.

FEBRUARY 2019
21 Due date for lodgement and payment of January 2019 monthly BAS and IAS.

Due date for lodgement and payment of December 18 monthly BAS for taxpayers with income 
below $10m who lodge electronically.

28 Due date for lodgement and payment of December 2018 quarter BAS (concessional date for
all taxpayers).

Due date for tax returns for large/medium entities who were non- taxable in the prior year 
(all entities other than individuals) or who are new registrants.

Due date for tax returns for new registrant (non-taxable) head company of a consolidated group. 
Tax return for any member of a consolidated group who exits the consolidated group during the 
year of income.

MARCH 2019
21 Due date for lodgement and payment of February 2019 monthly BAS and IAS.

FBT year end. Businesses should ensure that the required documentation is in place for cars and 
other benefits.

PKF WEALTH, PRIVATE WEALTH ADVISER

Q  What was your first job? 

A  My first job was a cracker – selling ice-creams
at the Sydney Cricket Ground and Football 
Stadium. I was only 15 years old and was able 
to watch every football and cricket game each 
year. 

Q  If you could have dinner with one person,
dead or alive, who would it be and where 
would you take them? 

A  John Howard – in a box at the Sydney Football
Stadium at the next Anzac Day Clash watching 
the Mighty Dragons.

Q  Name three words to describe yourself.

A  Easy-going, driven, honest.

Q  What do you love most about your job? 

A  I just enjoy talking and meeting with people to
hear their life story. Every client is on a different 

21

journey and I get to talk with them about their 
dreams and aspirations and work with them 
to achieve each of them. It is really rewarding 
watching some clients achieve financial 
freedom or reduce their constant stress about 
money because of the work you have done 
with them. It is truly powerful, and I love it.

Q  Finish this sentence – if I wasn’t an
accountant, I would be…?

A  I always wondered how my life would be if
I grew up on a farm. Owning a large rural 
property with livestock is something that 
fascinates me. It would be extremely hard work 
and long days, but it would be very rewarding.


